Ultra Wideband Non-linear (UWN) contrast imaging technology, which provides exceptional contrast agent detecting capability, not only extracts second harmonic, but also non-linear fundamental signals. UWN Contrast Imaging™ supports low MI contrast imaging, high MI destructing function to instantly destroy contrast bubbles, Micro Flow Enhancement (MFE) is available for viewing the micro-vascular structure. Available applications: Abdomen, Renal, Gynecology, Urology, Ped-ABD, Thyroid, Breast, Superficial, Nerve, MSK, LVO exams

*The DC-8 is designed for compatibility with commercially available ultrasound contrast agents. Because the availability of these agents is subject to government regulation and approval, product features intended for use with these agents may not be commercially marketed nor made available before the contrast agent is cleared for use. Contrast related product features are enabled only on systems for delivery to an authorized country or region of use. Mindray medical systems makes no claims concerning the safety or effectiveness of contrast agents.